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PREFACE

This study examines the operation of the accrual method for funding
the military retirement system initiated by Congress in 1984.

It

replaced the pay-as-you-go method in order to confront Department of
Defense (DoD) decisionmakers with the full future costs of their
personnel decisions at the time the decisions are made.
The problem with the pay-as-you-go method was that today’s
decisions affecting future retirement costs would influence DoD budgets
only in the distant future; thus, little motivation existed to manage
retirement costs efficiently.

The accrual method was created to reflect

accurately the changing long-term costs of military retirement by
changing annual accrual contributions.

DoD resource managers would

therefore be able to make improved tradeoffs between different types of
personnel and between personnel and other categories of expenditures,
such as capital equipment and readiness expenditures, because accurate
future retirement costs would now be included in the near-term budgets.
This report examines the accrual method from 1985 to 1995 and
determines whether the congressional objectives of improved management
are being met; identifies those features of the retirement system that
inhibit achieving those objectives; makes recommendations for specific
changes that will help meet Congress’s intent; and assesses the fiscal
consequences of such changes.

We carried out the research in

conjunction with the drawdown of military personnel to aid in projecting
the timing and amount of savings in retirement accrual contributions
arising from the drawdown.

The report contains projections of the

military accrual contributions under different drawdown assumptions from
1992 through 1997.
This research was conducted for the Under Secretary for Personnel
and Readiness and his predecessors within the Forces and Resources
Policy Center of RAND’s National Defense Research Institute, a federally
funded research and development center sponsored by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, the unified commands, and the
defense agencies.
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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND
Until 1984, the amount appearing in the DoD budget under “military
retirement” was the annual payment to retired military personnel or
their survivors––equaling approximately $16 billion that year.

That

amount reflected the number of retirees and the retirement system that
resulted from force-management decisions made 20 or more years earlier.
Those

managing the personnel force in 1984 essentially had no control

over these retirement-budget payments.

Similarly, force managers in

1984 could make decisions influencing future retirement expenditures
without answering for them in their own budgets.

Policymakers were

concerned that this system could result in increasingly expensive
retirement plans, a more senior force, more retirees than justified by
force-readiness considerations, and poor decisions involving
substitution of civilian and military personnel and between capital and
labor investments.
In an attempt to remedy this situation, Congress directed DoD in
1984 to switch to an accrual method for accounting for military
retirement in the budget process.

This method would replace the current

outlays for retirement in the Department of Defense (DoD) budget with an
amount that reflected the present value of the estimated cost of future
retirement benefits earned by each incoming cohort of personnel.

Thus,

any decision affecting retirement benefits or the number of military
personnel reaching retirement from each cohort would theoretically be
reflected in changes in the near-term accrual payment.

The Department

of the Treasury was assigned responsibility for retirement obligations
earned for military service prior to October 1, 1984, and DoD received
responsibility for retirement obligations earned for service after
October 1, 1984.

The Treasury would also make up losses to the system

if DoD’s future liabilities were underestimated and collect any savings
if overestimated.
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The accrual method was to provide appropriate incentives to
policymakers to make better tradeoffs in defense management and to
improve military personnel policies.

This purpose is both cited in the

congressional documentation and reinforced by the fact that the military
retirement fund received no new appropriations.

In essence, it is the

accounting structure of a trust fund without real funding.
OBJECTIVE
This report examines the operation of the accrual method from FY84
through FY94.

It examines the current accrual method to determine the

extent to which it provides the desired incentives for improved manpower
management.

It analyzes the operation of the system since its inception

to determine whether it has affected DoD manpower decisions and whether
the method has created the conditions necessary for operationalizing
effective management incentives.

It makes recommendations for changing

the method in a way that would strengthen the links between DoD payments
and changing retirement liabilities so that service personnel managers
would be able to predict accurate accrual payments from policy choices
and bear the consequences of their decisions.
THE ACCRUAL METHOD: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
Our analysis of the current accrual method shows that it has been
partially successful in providing incentives for improved defense
management, but it has also failed to provide those incentives in
several critical areas.

The method has provided a mechanism to manage

the structuring of retirement benefits better, and it can be credited
with an important role in the restructuring of benefits (REDUX) that
occurred in 1986.

The accrual method will also be an integral part of

any future restructuring of retirement benefits.

One key to its role in

restructuring retirement benefits is that it directly links annual
congressional appropriations for retirement to the future level of
retirement benefits.

The method has also provided improved estimates of

the relative costs of active versus reserve retirement benefits, which
could improve decisionmaking about the mix of active and reserve forces.
However, the current method fails to provide appropriate incentives
to manage the number of individuals retiring from service, to handle
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changes in force size, or to provide appropriate incentives to each
service to manage its personnel efficiently.

These flaws limit the

method’s ability to accomplish its key objectives.
We postulate that four conditions are necessary for the accrual
method to produce improved management incentives.

•

DoD accrual payments accurately reflect the changing costs of
retirement liabilities from year to year and the relative costs
of retirement liabilities for different types of military
personnel.

•

Budgetary accrual contributions respond accurately and
reasonably quickly to changed DoD retirement liabilities.

•

Policymakers can understand and predict these changes in
accrual contributions when evaluating personnel options.

•

Policymakers bear the consequences of their policy choices
through fungibility between accrual budgets and other budget
items.

Five aspects of the current method limit its ability to provide
these incentives.

First, the method does not incorporate the effects of

personnel policy changes affecting retirement liabilities accurately or
quickly.

The accrual method fails to capture accurately the full

effects of changing manpower policies because it does not incorporate
the key behavioral links between changing pay and retirement benefits
and changing retention behavior.

The slow responsiveness results

primarily from the use of a single entry-age normal cohort that fails to
capture the dynamic differences in service-retention behavior among
entry cohorts.

Retention patterns used in the age entry-normal cohort

reflect experience from 5 to 15 years ago.

While more-recent rates

would be an improvement, a single cohort can never solve the problem of
incorporating the dynamic differences between cohorts.

Capturing this

dynamic behavior is particularly important during force drawdowns or
when personnel policies change rapidly.

Nowhere does the weakness of

the current method appear more graphically than in a force drawdown,
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which substantially reduces retirement liabilities that the current
method was unable to incorporate automatically in its estimations.
Second, the annual estimates of unfunded liability, as well as DoD
and Treasury contributions over the first 10 years of operation, have
been inaccurate.

This inaccuracy has resulted from conservative

assumptions for pay growth, inflation, and interest rates, in addition
to failure to consider the dynamics of the drawdown.

These inaccuracies

would have little effect if the annual errors were random––sometimes
high and sometimes low.

However, the annual estimates for unfunded

liability have not only been high in each year since the inception of
the system, but the overestimates compared to original estimates in 1984
have been substantial, amounting to $333 billion from 1984 to 1994--an
average of $30.3 billion per year.

The net result of these inaccurate

estimates has been a significant increase in the amount of DoD funding
to the system compared to the amount required if the estimates had been
accurate; annual DoD payments, which amounted to $165 billion between
1984 and 1994, would have been reduced by approximately $30-$40 billion.
While inaccurate estimates also caused Treasury payments to be too high,
the Treasury gets the difference back through significantly reduced
future payments.

There is no parallel mechanism to return overpayments

to DoD.
Third, no predictable link exists between changing manpower
policies and changing annual accrual contributions that personnel
planners can use to determine the cost of alternative policies.

As a

result, personnel planners consider accrual estimates to be exogenous.
Part of this problem is caused by the arbitrary and unpredictable
changes both in decrement rates and in economic assumptions that have
characterized the method.

However, most of the problem arises from

reliance on a single age-entry normal cohort, rather than utilization of
all cohorts, in the estimate of the normal cost percentage.
Fourth, the method does not estimate separate normal cost
percentages for each service based on its personnel policies.

Because

service policies result in different proportions of retirees for
entering cohorts, the result is large cross-subsidies of retirement
costs across services and effective elimination of service incentives to
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manage retirement costs.

The Army is the most significant loser in the

current method.
Fifth, and perhaps most important, the lack of assured fungibility
of accrual funds at the service level results in little attention by
policymakers to accrual estimates.

While history shows that DoD often

recovers accrual gains when they are large, such recovery is the result
of negotiation between the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and Congress.

Furthermore,

recovered funds have not been returned to the services in proportion to
services’ contributions, but rather allocated by OSD for priority items.
Thus, not only are services uncertain whether accrual savings will be
fungible, but if they are, OSD will control them.

This largely

eliminates incentives at the service level for efficient management of
retirement obligations.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DoD CHANGE
We make the following recommendations to address these problems:
•

Improve the quality, timeliness, and accuracy of information
available to personnel managers about the consequences of their
actions on retirement liabilities by
•

estimating “cohort-specific” normal-cost percentage (NCPs)

in the entry-age normal methodology
•

using separate NCPs by service for officers and enlisted

personnel
•

introducing a more disciplined and more informed process of

setting future values of economic assumptions and military
retention rates by
--

annually evaluating and updating retention and economic
assumptions

--

incorporating prospective changes in retention and pay when
such changes are part of overall defense and national
policy and conform to other budget guidance

--

recognizing historical relationships among the internal
economic and retention parameters as reflected by consensus
in the research community and relationships between the
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economic parameters in this method and other macroeconomic
parameters used to formulate national budgets
•

changing the composition of the Board of Actuaries to

include representation by economists in the military personnel
research community.
•

Make managers bear more directly the consequences of their
policy changes by
•

allocating to DoD rather than Treasury the portion of annual

gains and losses in retirement liabilities attributable to
service after October 1, 1984
•

using separate NCPs by service for officer and enlisted

personnel
•

returning to the services recovered spending authority from

accrual reductions rather than allocating recovered funds at
the OSD level
•

moving to an advance-funded system wherein fungibility is

automatic to each service.

Our research suggests that the following actions should be taken.
First, DoD should adopt a cohort-specific entry-age normal methodology
rather than the single age-entry cohort method now in place.

The step

simply requires determination of an accrual contribution for each annual
cohort.

The total DoD contribution is then a sum across all cohorts.

This method produces more-accurate and more responsive calculations of
the accrual contribution.

Better management normally results from more-

accurate data, and managers who can immediately see the results of their
actions––and carry the responsibility for them––have increased incentive
to make good decisions.

Second, DoD should receive the gains or losses

in retirement liability attributable to service after October 1, 1984.
This step will allow DoD to accrue any savings––or pay any costs––that
result from its personnel decisions.

Third, DoD should compute cost

percentages by service for officer and enlisted forces.

This action

will make each service responsible for its own portion of the retirement
liability and end cross-subsidies between ranks and services.

It will
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also enable the services to compute their own liability.

Fourth, the

Board of Actuaries should adopt a more disciplined and more informed
process of setting future values of economic assumptions and retention
rates.

Such a process will produce more-accurate estimates and increase

the motivation for responsible personnel decisions.

This process would

require broadening the membership of the Board of Actuaries to include
members with expertise in manpower planning or labor economics. Fifth,
the method should move to advance funding in order to ensure fungibility
at the service level.
While the accrual method has had some identifiably significant
positive effects on DoD personnel decisionmaking, it needs change to
achieve fully the objectives envisioned by Congress.

The management

incentives have not been operationalized within the services, and
significant changes are required to do so.

The Board of Actuaries has

recommended some of these changes, and it is congressional inaction that
is currently preventing many from being implemented.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Until 1984, the amount appearing in the Department of Defense (DoD)
budget under military retirement was the annual amount paid to current
retired military personnel or their survivors.

This amount, which

totaled about $16 billion in FY84, was unique among military personnel
appropriations in that it was insensitive to changes in current manpower
or retirement policies.

For example, a significant increase today in

the size of the armed forces would eventually increase the number of
retirees and future retirement obligations; however, these larger
expenditures would not show up in the federal budget for some 20 years,
and their effect would continue for yet another 40 years.

Thus, this

system provided little incentive for efficient management of military
retirement outlays.
This situation prompted a number of concerns.

First, this pay-as-

you-go method could result in a too-senior military force that would
produce too many retirees and an overly generous retirement system.
Tomorrow’s decisionmakers would bear the cost of today’s decisions.
Moreover, underestimating the real cost of current manpower could bias
decisions concerning substitution among different types of personnel
(civilian versus military) or tradeoffs between capital and labor,
making defense too labor-intensive.

The bias in these decisions can be

large because retirement costs are a significant part of military
personnel costs.

An indication of the magnitude of retirement costs is

that initial accrual estimates made for 1984–1989 show that an amount
equal to approximately 48–51 percent of the base active-duty military
pay for all personnel would be required to fund future retirement
obligations.
Not assigning full and accurate retirement costs to each type of
military personnel (officer/enlisted, junior/senior, reserve/active,
Army/Air Force/Navy/Marine Corps) can also bias substitutions among
these types of personnel.

The main reason that retirement costs vary

among groups of personnel is that the probability of achieving
retirement vesting varies dramatically by group.

These varying
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probabilities would lead to different government contributions to
achieve sound actuarial funding for each group.

For instance, estimates

made in this report show that contributions for enlisted personnel would
need to be about 40 percent of pay compared with 66 percent for
officers, and contributions for enlisted personnel of each service would
range from 39 percent of pay for the Air Force and Army to 32 percent
for the Navy and 29 percent for the Marine Corps.

Thus, significant

bias can occur by not only failing to include the full costs of
retirement in personnel decisions, but also by failing to specify
accurate costs for each type of service member and service.
AN ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING METHOD FOR FUNDING MILITARY RETIREMENT
In an effort to correct these problems, Congress established in
1984 an accrual accounting method for military retirement.

An accrual

method attempts to reflect the liability arising from future retirees in
current budgets.

Public Law 98—94 states that the fund is to cover all

retirement liabilities incurred from service after October 1, 1984.

The

annual accrual charge should “be sufficient to pay for the future
retirement benefits for a cohort of new entrants.”

Congress authorized

an age-entry normal system as the basic actuarial mechanism for making
DoD contributions to the accrual fund.

This mechanism assumes that DoD

will contribute a constant percentage of an individual service member’s
pay annually to the accrual account.
Congress’s primary intent in establishing the military accrual
method was to provide DoD personnel managers with incentives for more
efficient resource-allocation decisions.

It intended that the accrual

charge accurately estimate future retirement costs for each category of
military personnel and provide accurate and rapid budgetary feedback for
any policy changes that affected retirement liabilities arising from
service after October 1, 1984.

For instance, actions moving toward a

more junior force structure with fewer individuals reaching retirement
should be reflected contemporaneously in changed accrual budgets.
OBJECTIVE OF THE REPORT
The accrual method has been in operation since 1984, and this
report examines its operation from FY84 through FY94.

Operating from
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the assumption that management incentives were one of the primary goals
for changing the retirement system, this report examines the current
accrual method to determine whether it provides the desired incentives
for improved manpower management.

It analyzes the operation of the

method since its inception to determine whether the method has affected
DoD manpower decisions and whether DoD contributions have accurately
reflected changes in the retirement liability assigned to them.

It

recommends changing the method to strengthen the links between DoD
payments and changing retirement liabilities so that service personnel
managers will be accountable for their decisions and manage personnel
costs more efficiently.
ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
Section 2 describes the objectives and design of the current
accrual method.

Section 3 assesses the empirical evidence for the

accrual method’s affecting personnel decisions and identifies its
limitations for providing management incentives.

Section 4 spells out

our recommended changes, and Section 5 estimates the effect of these
changes on accrual payments.
recommendations.

Section 6 summarizes conclusions and

The appendix contains a sample calculation of a normal

cost percentage using actual data.
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2.

THE OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN OF THE MILITARY RETIREMENT ACCRUAL METHOD

OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT ACCRUAL METHOD
Congress implemented a new financing mechanism for military
retirement in 1984 through Public Law 98—94 (currently Chapter 74, Title
10, U.S. Code).1

The legislation eliminated “pay-as-you-go” funding for

military retirement and replaced it with an accrual accounting
procedure.

The objective of the law was to “permit the military

services to recognize the full costs of manpower decisions made in the
current year . . . so the services would manage their forces in
different ways and different tradeoffs would occur” [HASC].

This law

specifically directed that the budget item for military retirement that
was the amount paid out to current retirees be replaced with annual
payments into a trust fund such that these payments, plus the
accumulated interest, would be sufficient to retire the unfunded
liability for current retirees and pay all future retirement
obligations.
The legislation sought to make the annual retirement expenditure
sensitive to future retirement obligations rather than those already
incurred.

Presumably, this sensitivity to future obligations would

provide incentives for improved management, because personnel
policymakers could change future retirement obligations by controlling
the number of retirees and their retirement pay, thereby changing the
present and future level of payments into the fund.

Congress

___________
1Three primary references are used in this description.
They are
Chapter 74, Title 10, United States Code, which incorporates the
original legislation from Public Law 98—94, together with subsequent
modifications, to be referred to subsequently as [Chap 74]; Department
of Defense Authorization Act, 1984, Report of the Committee on Armed
Services, Report No. 98—107, 98th Congress, House of Representatives,
Section 1053, “Accrual Funding for the Military Retirement System,” May
11, 1983, to be referred to subsequently as [HASC]; and the annual
publications, Valuation of the Military Retirement System, that have
been issued annually by the Department of Defense, Office of the
Actuary, from 1986 through 1996. We refer to these as [VMRS, year of
publication].
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appropriated no additional money to fund the legislation.2

Instead, the

accounting structure it established suggested that the purpose was
improved incentives to manage personnel efficiently, rather than make
future retirement obligations more secure.
The key question is the extent to which the structure of the
current method has operationalized management incentives.

This is

partly an empirical question of whether personnel decisions made since
the start of the accrual method reflect its influence.
empirical evidence in Section 3.

We assess this

We also specify the operational

conditions needed to link accrual contributions to management
incentives.

To understand whether the current method satisfies these

conditions, we first must outline how the current method operates.
OPERATION OF THE MILITARY RETIREMENT FUND
Specifically, the law
•

established the DoD Military Retirement Fund to “be used for
the accumulation of funds in order to finance on an actuarially
sound basis liabilities of the Department of Defense under
military retirement and survivor benefit programs”

•

moved the obligation for retirement expenditures arising from
service before October 1, 1984 (the unfunded liability), from
DoD to the Department of the Treasury, and authorized annual
Treasury contributions to retire this obligation

•

moved payments for current and future retirement liabilities
from DoD to Treasury, and replaced the DoD retirement budget
with annual accrual payments estimated by the entry-age normal
methodology sufficient to fund future retirement and survivor

___________
2The financing mechanism established by Congress is more accurately
called an accrual cost accounting system with no advance funding. The
DoD and Treasury “contributions” are essentially costs to their
respective departments, but are offset by income to the military
retirement “fund.” The net effect on the government is to require no
new taxes, nor does the system affect the budget deficit or government
debt to the public. For additional information, see Report to the
President and Congress on the Status of the Department of Defense
Military Retirement Fund, September 1988, Department of Defense,
Retirement Board of Actuaries.
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benefits arising from each entering cohort serving after
October 1, 1984
•

established a Board of Actuaries appointed by the President to
make key decisions involving the system, including
determination of the original unfunded liability and annual
contributions, and established an Office of the Actuary within
DoD to implement the system

•

specified that any annual gains or losses to the fund be
accounted separately from the original liability, and that they
be amortized in accordance with a schedule and methodology
established by DoD “through an increase or decrease in the
payments that would otherwise be made to the Fund” by the
Treasury [Chap 74, 1465(c)(2)—(4)].

Figure 2.1 shows the operation of the current fund.

The fund has

three sources of income:

•

the accrual payments made by DoD to fund future retirement
benefits

•

the Treasury payments to amortize the original unfunded
liability

•

the interest earned by the assets in the fund.

It has two expenditures:

payment of actual benefits and purchase

of special-issue Treasury bonds.

All fund transactions are

intragovernmental transfers, except for actual outlays to retirees.
Thus, these latter payments are the only transactions directly affecting
the total federal deficit.
Implementation of the system requires an annual estimate of five
key parameters:
•

the current and future accrual payment made by DoD

•

the annual current payment and future payments made by Treasury
to amortize the original unfunded liability

•

the annual actuarial gain or loss
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Figure 2.1––Schematic of the Operation of the Military Retirement Fund
•

the annual current and future levels of unfunded liability

•

the amount of interest in the current and future years earned
by the fund.

The DoD Contribution:

The Entry-Age Normal Method

The entry-age normal method of funding retirement liabilities
assumes that a constant percentage of a service member’s military pay is
set aside and accumulated over the member’s service and that this fund
and accrued interest will be just sufficient to pay all future
retirement obligations for the service member.

This method requires

estimation of the constant percentage of pay required to achieve sound
funding.
(NCP).

1.

This constant percentage is called the normal cost percentage
Determining the NCP requires three steps:

Compute the present value of future retirement benefits for a
typical new entrant cohort.
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2.

Compute the present value of basic military pay for that
cohort.

3.

Compute the NCP as the ratio of 1 to 2.

Three factors primarily determine the NCP:

the structure of

retirement benefits, economic assumptions (i.e., the rate and growth of
basic pay over time, the cost of living adjustments [COLAs] to pension
benefits, and the interest or discount rate used to determine present
value), and the percentage of personnel retiring from a cohort.3

Below

we describe the procedures and assumptions used.
Structure of Retirement Benefits
Retirement plans were redesigned in 1980 and again in 1986,
resulting in three distinct military retirement benefit categories
called Final Pay (FP), HI-3, and REDUX. A service member falls into one
of the categories depending upon his or her date of entry.
reduced the retirement benefit.

Each change

The benefit for each category can be

calculated by appropriately modifying the following formula:

RET

=

m(YOS)*(BPay)

RET

=

Initial Annual Retirement Benefit

m

=

Retirement Multiplier

YOS

=

Years of Service, and

BPay

=

Pay Parameter (base pay in Table 2.2)

(1)

where

___________
3Our description and calculations will include only active-duty
personnel receiving normal retirement benefits. This specifically
excludes reserve-force personnel and active-duty personnel receiving
disability retirement benefits or any survivor benefits. The personnel
and benefits included in our calculations account for over 80 percent of
retirement liabilities. Generally, the disability and survivor benefits
are small compared with the normal benefits, and create only a small
bias in the NCP calculations. In 1986, the reserve-force contributions
were separated from active contributions and calculated independently;
they constitute about 10—15 percent of total contributions. Although
these aspects of the Military Retirement System are important, the major
points in our argument can be made using active-duty personnel receiving
normal benefits. Of course, this simplifies our calculations and
description enormously compared with the DoD actuarial models.

